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Introduction to Booting Process



1 Cold Boot 2 Warm Boot

Types of Boot



Types of Boot

1 Cold Boot

System starts up from a completely powerless

state.

Runs POST

System returns to its original state without 

Does not run POST

       interrupting power.

2 Warm Boot



For understanding

we have categorised 

booting into 6 parts 



Six boot sequences :
1      BIOS
2     MBR

3     GRUB

4     KERNEL

5     INIT

6     RUN LEVEL 



The first two boot sequences are :-

BIOS

MBR



Basic Input/Output System

BIOS performs POST (Power On Self Test).

POST performs some integrity checks to determine

if the computer keyboard, random access memory,

disk drives, and other hardware are working

correctly.



Basic Input/Output System
Communicate between the processor

and other hardware components

It looks for boot loader in floppy, cd-

rom, or hard drive. You can press a key

(typically F12 or F2, but it depends on

your system) during the BIOS startup

to change the boot sequence





Basic Input/Output System
Once the boot loader program is

detected and loaded into the

memory BIOS gives control to it

So, in simple terms, BIOS loads and

executes the MBR boot loader



MBR: Master Boot Record 



MBR
It is located in the 1st sector of the bootable

disk. Typically /dev/hda, or /dev/sda



MBR is less than 512 bytes in size. 

This has three components 

          1.  Primary boot loader info in 1st 446 bytes     

          2.  Partition table info in next 64 bytes 

          3.  MBR validation check in last 2 bytes.

MBR



MBR



MBR

MBR also contains information about GRUB (or

LILO in old systems).

LILO stands for Linux Loader that is used to

load Linux into memory

So, in simple terms MBR loads and executes

the GRUB boot loader.



Summary 

     BIOS

     MBR

BOOTING 

TYPES OF BOOT  



The next two boot sequences are :-

GRUB

Kernel



3 GRUB

Stands for Grand Unified Bootloader

Default Boot Manager of Linux
 Loads Linux Kernel into memory so that

Kernel can start 



It consists of three stages:

3 GRUB

GRUB Stage 1 
GRUB Stage 1.5
GRUB Stage 2



You can see these stages if you look at the the

files you have in /boot/grub

3 GRUB



Stage 1

3 GRUB

Very Small
Loads the first sector of the next stage
Executes the instructions it contains,
which loads the stage entirely into
memory



Stage 1.5

3 GRUB

Implements support for reading files from
the filesystem where stage2 is stored
If there is no stage-1.5, then stage1
directly loads stage2 using a static list of
sectors where the stage2 is stored.



Stage 2

3 GRUB

Biggest and the most important part of
grub
Contains the entire code that provides
support for all the filesystems



What is Kernel?

4 KERNEL



Central part of an operating
system
Manages the operations of the
computer and the hardware

     What is Kernel?

4 KERNEL



4 KERNEL
Located in the /boot directory

Mounts the root file system as specified in
the “root=” in grub.conf
Executes the /sbin/init program



4 KERNEL
Has to extract itself from the compressed
version of the file before it starts to do any
useful work

At this point of time, Kernel is running but

unable to perform any task as nothing else

is running 



Summary 

     BIOS

     MBR

BOOTING 

TYPES OF BOOT  

     GRUB

KERNEL



The next two boot sequences are :-

init

Runlevel programs



5 init
Run the server in to run level as mentioned

in /etc/inittab file to decide the run level

Run level decide which initial
programs are loaded at startup



run levels

Run levels are identified by
numbers.

A run-level is used to decide the initial

state of the operating system. 



Following are the available run levels
5 init

0 - HALT

2 - MULTIUSER 

1 - SINGLE USER MODE 

4 - UNUSED

3 - FULL MULTIUSER MODE

5 - X11

6 - REBOOT



6 .Runlevel programs
programs for the current run level

executed from /etc/rc.d/rc*.d



Here are the directorites for  each run level

6 .Runlevel programs

executed from /etc/rc.d/rc*.d

Run level 0 – /etc/rc.d/rc0.d

LEVEL 0 



DOUBTS  ,  QUERIES .



Its Quiz Time


